Peace is the key to activation of human potentials and socio-economic development of society. No man can live or flourish in terror. The same importance of peace makes it a motif of the Quranic teachings, which include orders and prohibitions. This article focuses on the later i.e. prohibitions. The holy Quran forbids doing anything which may lead to the breach of peace. Thus it exterminates the very root causes of disturbance and chaos. The need to obey these rules is increasing as much as the globe is shrinking and the people are coming closer.
A lot of people have misunderstandings about Tasawwuf. Many think that it is something beyond Quran and Sunnah. Errant Sufis as well as superficial Ulema, although on the opposite ends of the spectrum, are together in holding this mistaken notion. Consequently the first group has shunned the Quran and Hadith while the second group has shunned Tasawwuf. On reflection it will be realised that all the external deeds are designed for the reformation of the heart. That is the basis of success in the hereafter while its despoothing is the cause of total destruction. This is precisely what is known technically as Tasawwuf. Its focus is Tahzeeb-I-Akhlaq or the adornment of character; its motive is the attainment of Divine pleasure; its method is total obedience to the commands of the Shariah. The Holy Quran is a main source of guidance for not only Muslims but all the human beings. This is the last book of ALLAH. This was descended upon Hazart Muhammad (SAW). There are ‘6666’ verses in it. It has ‘114’ chapters. This divine book has been divided into 30 parts which are called ‘Paraas’. It was descended gradually in about ‘22’ years and ‘5’ months. “Sura Fatiha” is the preamble of the Holy Quran: “Sura Fatiha” is the preamble of the Holy Quran. The subject of the Holy Quran is human being. This is away of salvation for humanity. This shows us the right path. It has many incidents of ancient nations. These incidents have been described to show us the right path. The names and the incidents of many Prophets have been mentioned in it. In fact, each aspect of the Holy Prophet Muhammad’s (S.A.W.) life exemplifies his perfection and is invaluable for those who seek a model of guidance because it is specifically designed by Allah (S.W.T.) for this purpose. All of the Holy Prophet’s (S.A.W.) attributes, virtues and qualities have been showered on him as gifts from The Creator. Allah (S.W.T.) has carved the physical features, the style of living and the conduct of His Messenger (S.A.W.) in such a perfect manner that each one of his qualities serves as an argument for the glory and grandeur of The Creator. The Jews and the Muslims lived side by side in peace in Madinah. The Prophet (S.A.W.) allowed them to practice their religion freely.